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Is crypto a technology that can solve current 
problems in the world? Yes.

 
 

Can crypto improve upon existing solutions, businesses 
and ecosystems? Yes.

 
 

What are all businesses in the world created to do?
Solve a problem.

 
 

What do the most successful businesses do?
Solve a problem in a way no one does OR improve a

solution to an existing problem.
 
 

Think of the innovative minds behind Airbnb & Uber.
Two companies that rival or better the best hotels

and taxi services in the world - without owning a
single hotel or taxi.

 
 

ZAT will not only create new solutions but improve
existing ones. This is the simple formula for success.

 
 

We will give businesses the platform to launch their projects
transparently. We will also give them a place where they

can hire people without becoming a victim of scam or fraud.
 

We will bring verified crypto projects to investors so they will not
have to worry about losing money on a scam, fraud or other shakedown.

 
 

ZAT is not the "next" mover.
 
 

We are already in motion. 
 
 

We minimize risk and maximize growth.
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1 - INTRODUCTION
The worlds view of crypto currency is changing drastically and we believe the time of crypto currencies'
mass adoption is inevitable. However, there are some obstacles which may change crypto's original
purpose of being decentralized to centralized. This may happen quicker than we think, as unfortunately the
ongoing mass adoption of crypto has also strengthened the 'dark side' of crypto space.

ZAT is presenting anti-scam platforms with listing capabilities, including exclusive perks for ZPRO token
holders. Our aim is to protect investors from scammers and other fraudulous projects while providing
them with information that will help them make informed and unbiased decisions. We will not accept
promotional payments in order to ensure a transparent and unbiased verification process from our side.

ZAT is introducing a unique and extreme concept to the crypto world! The token will be usable across the
entire DeFi space with the intent to protect the investor from the frequent scams we are seeing
everywhere. Holders of ZPRO will have access to our exclusive platforms, ZAT Tools and ZAT Market.
Through our platforms they are able to invest confidently, knowing their money will not be landing in the
pockets of scammers and other criminals. 

Before listing a project, we will for example demand access to the code and contracts for validity, as well
as many other features. After the extensive verification process we will present the information we've
(manually) analysed. We will do this through an easily readable report for every listed crypto project on our
platform.

We are continuously developing our platform and overall vision on how we can take on this unthinkable task
of transferring wealth from the bad to the good people. We will be providing useful information for all levels
of crypto investors. 

Our goal is to educate investors and help everyone gain the knowledge needed to enjoy the benefits of
cryptocurrency safely. This will be an ongoing process; we will keep our community up-to-date as often as
possible, all with the intent to keep up with the people whose only wish is to steal your hard earned money. 

We welcome you to join us in our mission to change DeFi and we look forward to growing with you while
changing the crypto space for the better! Let's minimize risk together, while maximizing growth for all.
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Use Zat Launchpad to reach
real investors. We will build a

community based on trust. Any
project that is launched on our

Launchpad will meet strict
guidelines. For example we will

verify the team behind the
project and contracts will be

analysed manually.

S T E P  1 :
Z A T T O O L S . C O M

Revenue generated through all
of Zat's Utilities (Zattools.com,
Zatmarket.com and in 2022 Zat

Exchange) will be used to
buyback & burn Zatpro. This

will increase its' value over time
and all of Zatpro's holders will

benefit from this growth in
value along the way.

S T E P  3 :
H O L D  Z A T P R O

2 - THE PROJECT
By this time we are developing 2 platforms to be utilized by not only retail investors (holders), but also by
(dev) Team of current and future crypto projects. The steps below show what we will be able to offer
them. Step 1 and 2 are applicable to (dev)teams and professionals within the crypto sphere. Step 3 is
applicable to everyone. 

Our platform will be a safehaven for developers, service providers and investors alike. Anyone who uses
our platform(s) will be safe from scams, fraud and other criminal practices. From launching your own
token to offering crypto services to the world. And from looking for safe tokens to invest in to educating
yourself about crypto.

Hire crypto professionals through our
Marketplace. Do all this without
worrying about scams and don't

waste any of your time on finding the
right teams. Only verified service

providers are listed on our market
and the money you pay is held by us

untill services are delivered.

S T E P  2 :
Z A T M A R K E T . C O M
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3 - WHY CHOOSE ZAT?

We believe there should be a reliable platform where (dev)teams of crypto projects can seek services
related to crypto. This is where ZAT Market comes in. Our Marketplace will help developers in making the
right marketing choices and picking the right people for the job. As we notice a large proportion of
marketing is ineffective these days and a large percentage of service providers are scams. If you want to
profile yourself as reliable and position yourself as a trusted service provider, you should start
considering to be listed on ZAT Market. For it is our Marketplace where (dev)teams will start looking for
trustworthy partners.

FOR SERVICE PROVIDERS WITHIN THE CRYPTO SPACE

The obvious benefit is as the token becomes more popular;
the price will increase in value. As a ZPRO holder you are
encouraged to bring the project you’re considering investing in
to us so we can evaluate the project. By doing so, you can help
increase ZPRO's value by giving us greater exposure. We
foresee our project becoming not only popular, but incredibly
useful in the coming weeks, months, and years! 

We are a long-term project with many future plans and
upgrades planned to accommodate an ever changing crypto
currency space.

FOR HOLDERS OF ZPRO TOKEN

You can be confident that your coding and contract are sound after being evaluated by our team. We will
verify your token and your new and existing investors will be more confident in their investment. Seeing
that your project is 'ZAT Verified' will for example let them know that they don't have to worry about your
project being a fraudulently copied or cloned project, which is very common within crypto. No duplicated
names will be able to receive our certificate as each project will be manually checked and listed once all
requirements have been met. As we grow, we aspire to be the leading and most trusted indexing site for
the DeFi space.

FOR (DEV)TEAMS OF NEW/EXISTING CRYPTO PROJECTS
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 4 - TOKENOMICS
Our tokenomics are key to the sustainability & operations of  the ZAT Utilities Ecosystem, allowing our community to
function efficiently within our ecosystem (ZAT Tools, ZAT Market etc.) while remaining scalable for growth.

A token's value is determined by dividing the current circulating supply by the current marketcap. As we get closer
to mainstream adoption, we see the trends of what people tend to lean towards when looking at a token. That's
why we decided to use a fairly large circulating supply - so people have the benefit to hold many whole tokens as
opposed to percentages of one token - with a smaller investment. $ZPRO is the main token within the ZAT
Utilities Ecosystem and was released via a fair-launch and liquidity is locked until the 15th of November 2022. It
will be locked again for several years after this first period.

Ownership has not been renounced. This allows the token to be scalable and adaptable in the future as a utility
token within the ZAT Ecosystem. Which is necessary, because we will keep adding Utilities to that Ecosystem.

SYMBOLNAME LIQ. LOCKTYPE

BUY TAXCONTRACT RELEASE

BURNEDSUPPLY DEVWALLET MANUAL BURN

ZAT Project $ZPRO BEP20 1 Year locked

0xc8c488fDbBB2E
72E41710Ade677
84f0812160210

3% Liquidity 
1% Charity 

4% Marketing 
2% Treasury 

15/03/22

100,000,000 60,000,000 None  

SELL TAX

3% Liquidity 
2% Reflection
5% Marketing 
5% Treasury 
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 5 - ROADMAP 2022-2023

Launch of our Token
Release main website

500+ holders
TechRate Audit

ZAT Tools V1 Platform
ZAT Market Beta Release

P H A S E  I
2000+ Holders

CoinGecko Listing
CoinMarketCap Listing

Small Partnerships
Utility Development Updates

Certik Audit

P H A S E  I I

Ability to Stake ZAT
ZAT Escrow Service

NFT Release (Staking Booster)
5000+ Holders

CEX Listing
Registered as Company LLC

P H A S E  I I I
ZAT Exchange (DEX)

ZAT Mobile App
ZAT Launchpad
15000+ holders

Big Partnerships
Listing on Binance

P H A S E  I V
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 6 - MARKETING

Medium articles on zatcoin.medium.com;
Our own social media accounts;
Official ZAT Project Telegram at
https://t.me/ZatProjectOfficial;
Twitter Spaces and TG VC for VoiceChat
AMA's;
Our own websites (zatproject.com,
zattools.com, zatmarket.com etc.);
Giving tokens that are newly listed on our
platform social banners to show they are ZAT
Verified, so their community also gets in
touch with ZAT;
More to come.

Through marketing efforts we will keep on growing as a community, as a utility token and as a crypto
Ecosystem. To keep our marketing vision clear we have divided our marketing efforts into 2 facets:
organic and paid. While organic marketing is focused on generating traffic to our token and Ecosystem
over time and in a durable manner, paid marketing uses paid methods to target, reach, engage, and
convert our audiences quickly.

ORGANIC
Ad-campaigns on multiple websites;
Influencers for review videos on
YouTube;
Tweets by influencers;
AMA's in investor Telegram groups;
Listings on reputable exchanges;
More to come.

PAID

ORGANIC AND PAID
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 7 - QUICK LINKS
WEBSITE...........................................................................................................

ZAT TOOLS.........................................................................................................

ZAT MARKETPLACE...........................................................................................

E-MAIL...............................................................................................................

TWITTER...........................................................................................................

REDDIT..............................................................................................................

TELEGRAM.........................................................................................................

FACEBOOK.........................................................................................................

INSTAGRAM......................................................................................................

YOUTUBE...........................................................................................................

GITHUB.............................................................................................................

DISCORD............................................................................................................

MEDIUM.............................................................................................................

BSC....................................................................................................................

PANCAKESWAP.................................................................................................

COINMARKETCAP..............................................................................................

DEXTOOLS.........................................................................................................

NOMICS.............................................................................................................

COINPAPRIKA...................................................................................................

ZATPROJECT.COM

ZATTOOLS.COM

ZATMARKET.COM

INFO@ZATPROJECT.COM

TWITTER.COM/ZPROTOKEN

REDDIT.COM/R/ZATPROJECTOFFICIAL

T.ME/ZATPROJECTOFFICIAL

INSTAGRAM.COM/ZPROTOKEN

MEDIUM.COM/@ZATPROJECTS

BSCSCAN.COM

PANCAKESWAP.FINANCE

COINMARKETCAP.COM

DEXTOOLS.IO

NOMICS.COM

COINPAPRIKA.COM
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 8 - LEGAL DISCLAIMER
The information provided on our websites or in this whitepaper does not constitute investment advice,
financial advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice and you should not treat any of the website's
content as such. 

ZAT Project does not recommend that any cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held by you. Do
conduct your own due diligence and consult your financial advisor before making any investment
decisions. 

By purchasing, selling, or otherwise interacting with the ZPRO token, you are releasing the ZAT Project
team, its affiliates, and anyone else involved in the project directly or indirectly from any and all liability. 

By purchasing ZPRO token, you agree that you are not purchasing a security or investment and you agree
to hold the team harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. 

You also agree that the team is presenting the token "as is'' and is not required to provide any support or
services. Always make sure that you are in compliance with your local laws and regulations before you
make any purchase.

 9 - RISK DISCLOSURE
Please note there are always risks associated with smartcontracts. Please use at your own risk. ZAT
Project is not a registered broker, analyst or investment advisor. 

Everything that we provide on our sites is purely for guidance, informational and educational purposes.
All information contained herein should be independently verified and confirmed. We do not accept any
liability for any loss or damage whatsoever caused in reliance upon such information or services. 

Please be aware of the risks involved with any trading done in any financial market. Do not trade with
money that you cannot afford to lose. When in doubt, you should consult a qualified financial advisor
before making any investment decisions.


